


Improvement Plan

» A statutory plan published annually

» Flintshire re-adopts its Plan in June each year

» The Plan title is a misnomer

» With a review of the Local Government Measure 

underway a retitling is suggested for next year 

» This is the fourth year of the new and simplified format

» The Plan is one of a set of corporate plans including the 

Medium Term Financial Strategy



How the Plan is put together

» Continuity of work from the previous Plan

» Cabinet and Overview and Scrutiny priorities

» Priorities of partners and partnerships

» Local community needs, expectations and demands

» National policy and legislation



Choosing in-year priorities

» Statement of in-year priority work for the whole Council

» A standing set of eight priorities across the years with 

in-year sub-priorities set annually

» The Plan is by necessity selective 

» The remaining priorities of the Council not included 
within the Plan are still important and are treated as 
'business as usual'





New content: national issues

» National issues which may impact upon achievement of the 

priorities

» New legislation

Social Services and Wellbeing Act; Living wage

» Funding streams and grants

Major Repairs Allowance; European Social Fund Programmes

» Demography 

Aging population

» Government Funding Caps

Social rents

» Bureaucracy

Simplification of processes

» Inter-linked to the Medium Term Financial Strategy



Member consultation

Consultation has been undertaken with Members through 

Group Leaders and the Overview and Scrutiny 

Committees

1.Are the priorities the ‘best fit’?

2.Have we excluded any priorities which are critical?

3.Are the outcomes the right ones?

4.Do the performance measures fit the outcomes?

5.Are the risks ones you recognise?



Benefits of planning

» clearer guide for the organisation 

» clearer performance framework

» greater impact in delivery against commitments

» better integration with financial planning

» meeting the critique of key regulators and ongoing 

positive endorsement from Wales Audit Office



This year’s 2016/17 Improvement Plan

� 8 continuous improvement priorities 

� 14 sub-priorities

� Our in-year priorities:

� continue for sustained attention e.g. – Education; 
Housing

� have been merged e.g. – Poverty (Fuel Poverty and 
Maximising Income)

� are more strategic e.g. – Business Sector Growth 
and Regeneration or

� are emerging e.g. – Dementia











2016/17 Improvement Plan

» Supporting document ‘How we measure achievement’

outlines our measures of success in detail – for 

quarterly monitoring and progress checking:-

» key milestones for achievement

» 2016/17 targets for achievement

» Used by Overview and Scrutiny Committees to monitor 

and check against progress

» Used by Audit Committee to monitor strategic risks



Using the Plan

» The Plan has successfully driven big change and 

performance improvements

» The Plan is aligned to budget planning and the best use 

of our available resources including capacity

» How we are performing against the Plan is reported 

quarterly to Overview and Scrutiny Committees

» We report retrospectively through the Annual 

Performance Plan



Positive Feedback

» 2015 Corporate Assessment (WAO) stated:

“has established a wide-ranging set of clearly-stated priorities that 
have a broad base of support within the Council and among 
partners”

“Though wide-ranging, the Council’s vision demonstrates a clear 
commitment to continuous improvement, reflected by targets for 
improving the efficiency and effectiveness of its services”

“The Council has worked hard to improve the quality of this key 
plan and the Improvement Plan for 2014-15 is a clear and 
accessible document that sets out far more clearly than before 
what the Council plans to do and how its success might be 
measured and evaluated.”



Next Steps

» Continue to share the plan and gather support and 
feedback

» On-going engagement with the public and partners

» Ongoing review and updating

» Concentrate organisational attention on delivery and 
success

» Working alongside the Medium Term Financial Strategy




